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Abstract
In image-guided surgical navigation, instruments tools are tracked by a position sensor
and their locations rendered along with the patient’s anatomy. Conventional methods require an invasive, time-consuming and potentially uncertain process of intraoperative registration of the images to the patient. In a direct navigation system, such
an intra-operative registration is replaced with pre-operative patient-independent calibration in a process that determines the relationship between the coordinate frame
of imaging equipment and the coordinate frame of the position sensor
This dissertation presents a method for pre-operatively calibrating a direct navigation system that used an optical position sensor and a mobile gantry CT scanner. A
custom bi-local calibration device was designed and manufactured, after which existing navigation software was augmented with components that used the pre-operatively
determined transformation to provide image-guided surgical navigation. The resulting system was tested in an image-guided operating suite using plastic bone models.
In the validation stage, the inherent error was less than 0.4 mm and the target registration error was approximately 1.6 mm for a ceiling-mounted position sensor and
0.7 mm for a portable position sensor. This accuracy is consistent with the best
intra-operative registrations reported in the literature and this calibration method
may be useful in future surgical systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation describes a system for direct navigation that uses an optical position
sensor and a mobile gantry CT scanner. A direct navigation system uses a calibration
device to establish the relationship between the coordinates of the imaging equipment
and the coordinates of the position sensor; in contrast, for conventional image-guided
surgery, the coordinate-frame relationship is inferred from the contents of the image
and data acquired from the patient’s anatomy. Direct navigation, if performed accurately, allows a surgeon to proceed without performing the time-consuming and
potentially uncertain process of intra-operative image to patient registration.
The primary contribution of this research project was a method for pre-operatively
calibrating a direct-navigation system. The method was developed, implemented
and tested in an image-guided operating suite. The software components of the
method determined the calibration transform, which were successfully incorporated
into existing image guidance software. The calibration method included designing
and manufacturing a custom device called bi-local coordinate reference (BCR) that
was used to determine the calibration transform.
1
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The accuracy of the overall system for direct navigation system and its components was examined. Studies were conducted to determine the accuracy of the
system, testing both a ceiling-mounted position sensor and portable position sensor.
The inherent errors, technically measured as the translational errors of a differential
transformation, were less than 0.4 mm overall. The target registration error was found
to be 1.6 mm for the ceiling-mounted position sensor and 0.7 mm for the portable
position sensor. These values are comparable to the best reported results of the last
two decades of work in image-guided surgery.
Critically important coordinate frames for the CT imaging modality were determined using DICOM header data of the CT image acquired. In this dissertation, the
DICOM header data will be referred to as CT scan “meta-data”. This information,
which is previously unreported and the discovery of which was rather tedious, was a
key finding that made the highly accurate calibration both possible and, in retrospect,
a much less straightforward task than what actually took place.
In a preliminary study, an alternative method for establishing the calibration
transformation was explored. This study looked at using optical tracking of the CT
gantry to establish the relationship between CT images and the position sensor. The
findings of this study may be useful in future research on this topic.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to coordinate frames, transformation among
which are the essence of the research reported in this dissertation. The remainder of
the dissertation describes the experimental methods, empirical results, discussion of
and commentary on the results, and additional technical material that may perhaps
be useful in future work that expands on this research project.

3
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1.1

Coordinate Frames

Here, a coordinate frame is a 3D Euclidean vector space that has a point of origin from
which vectors can be specified. Every coordinate transformation considered herein is
a rigid transformation, which is taken to be a rotation of a first frame followed by a
translation to a second frame. (Vectors, of course, are transformed from the second
frame to the first frame as Einstein’s contravariant vectors.)
A notation that is of considerable notational and computational convenience is
that of homogeneous coordinates. Here, a 3-vector ~p that indicates the position of
a point in a coordinate frame is a “column” or 3 × 1 matrix. This vector can be
represented homogeneously as a 4-vector, appending a unit “1” to p~ to create the p̂
homogeneous vector




 p~ 
p̂ =  
1

(1.1)

~ with a rotation
Doing so means that a rigid transformation of p~ to ~q as ~q = R~p + d,
~ can be described in homogeneous coordinates as
matrix R and translation vector d,
a single transformation T̂ such that






~
 R d   p~ 
q̂ = T̂ p̂ = 
 
~0 T 1
1

(1.2)

which conveniently uses the notation of Equation 1.1 in a matrix-vector transformation of Equation 1.2. Details of homogeneous transformations can be found in most
current texts on robotics and computer graphics.
Points, which in axiomatic point-set topology are the simplest possible geometrical

4
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objects, are located in a coordinate frame by a vector. Here, coordinate frames will
be denoted using upper-case letters within braces, e.g., {A} will denote coordinate
frame A. To describe coordinate transformations, the notation used will be:
The symbol [B
A T ] will denote a homogeneous transformation matrix that
converts a vector from coordinate frame {A} to coordinate frame {B}.
For a transformation from {A} to {B}, the transformation from {B} to
{A} is the inverse transformation. In matrix form this is just the matrix
inverse, so both conceptually and computationally:

A
BT

−1
= [B
AT ]

(1.3)

If there is a third coordinate frame {C}, transformation from {A} to {C}
can be found by composing the transformation from {A} to {B} with the
transformation from {B} to {C}. The transformations are, computationally, composed by the process of matrix multiplication so

C
AT

B
= [C
B T ][A T ]

(1.4)

where the order of the matrices in the multiplication is a consequence of
the contravariant nature of coordinate vectors.
The research described here used 4 main coordinate frames: the position sensor coordinate frame {C}, the imaging coordinate frame {H}, CT image coordinate
frame {I}, and bi-local coordinate reference frame {B}. These frames can be better
understood by illustrated description.

5
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1.1.1

Position Sensor Coordinate Frame {C}

The coordinate frame {C} of the Optotrak Certus position sensor had its origin at
the middle camera of the position sensor. The orientation of such a sensor can be
described extrinsically from the view of a person in the image-guided operating suite,
with distinct descriptions for the ceiling-mounted sensor and the portable sensor.
For the ceiling-mounted position sensor: the positive X axis pointed from the
ceiling towards the floor, in a downward vertical direction; the positive Z axis pointed
away from the sensor, opposite to the direction of its cameras and roughly parallel
to the floor; the Y axis was perpendicular to X and Z in a right-handed coordinate
frame. For the portable position sensor: the positive X axis pointed from the floor
towards the ceiling, in an upward vertical direction; the positive Z axis pointed away
from the sensor, opposite to the direction of its cameras and roughly parallel to
the floor; the Y axis was perpendicular to X and Z in a right-handed coordinate
frame. The coordinate frames of the ceiling-mounted and portable position sensors
are depicted graphically in Figure 1.1.

X

Y

{C}

{C}

Z

Y

Z

X

(a) Ceiling mounted position sensor.

(b) Position sensor on a floor stand.

Figure 1.1: Coordinate frames of Optotrak Certus position sensors.
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1.1.2

Imaging Coordinate Frame {H}

The imaging coordinate frame {H} had its origin at the center of CT gantry aperture,
where the gantry was in its “home” position. The orientations can be described from
the perspective of someone in the main part of the operating suite, facing towards
(looking into) the gantry. The positive X axis pointed along a horizontal axis from
the right side to the left of such a person, perpendicular to the rails on which the
gantry rode and parallel to the floor. The positive Y axis pointed from the floor to
the ceiling in an upward vertical direction. The positive Z axis ran along the table,
parallel to the rails, pointed away from the viewer and towards the head of the table.
The imaging coordinate frame {H} is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Y {H}
Z
X

Figure 1.2: The imaging coordinate frame, {H}.

7
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1.1.3

CT Image Coordinate Frame {I}

For each CT image, its coordinate frame {I} had its origin at the center of the first
voxel transmitted by the scanner to an external device (typically a system for data
storage). The axes of {I} were aligned with the axes of {H} but, in general, were
oriented differently.
The location of the first voxel, from an external coordinate frame, varied depending
on technical setting of the scan acquisition. The first transmitted voxel was always
one of the four upper “corners” of the CT image but may have been a distinct corner
in distinct scans. The 4 possible locations of the CT image coordinate frame, and
a sample coordinate frame {I}, are depicted in Figure 1.3. More information on
determining the origin of CT Image {I} is presented in the Appendix, Section A.2.

{I}

(a) Possible origins of the CT image coordinate frame {I}.

(b) Sample CT image coordinate frame
{I}.

Figure 1.3: CT image coordinate frame {I}.
After a CT scan was acquired, the resulting image was typically transmitted and
stored as a series of files, each file representing an image slice. When such an image
was later read into a 3D array, each voxel was indexed as [row][column][slice]. The
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axes of {I} pointed along the rows, columns, and slices of the image; they increased
from the first to last row, first to last column, and first to last slice of the CT image.
The transformation between the CT image frame {I} and the imaging frame {H} was
determined using data form the file headers of the scan; details are presented below
in Section 3.2.4 and Section 3.2.5.

1.1.4

The BCR Coordinate Frame, {B}

The coordinate frame of the bi-local coordinate reference (BCR) was defined relative
to the tracking devices within it. The BCR’s coordinate frame {B} had its origin at
the center of the fourth infra-red light-emitting diode (IRED) of its “vertical” tracking
device, here called a plate. The orientation of the frame was defined with respect to
the physical structure of the BCR. The positive X axis pointed from the fourth IRED
of the vertical plate to the first IRED of the vertical plate, directed parallel to the
plane of the plate. The positive Y axis pointed from the fourth IRED of the vertical
plate to the third IRED of the vertical plate, also directed parallel to the plane of the
plate. The positive Z axis was perpendicular to the surface of the plate. The BCR
coordinate frame {B} is depicted in Figure 1.4.

1.1.5

Principal Coordinate Transformations

The calibration procedure consisted of pre-operative and intra-operative stages. The
pre-operative stage determined the transformation between the imaging frame {H}
and the position sensor frame {C}. The intra-operative stage used this transformation
to register the image to patient and thus enable image-guided surgical navigation.

9
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Z

7
8

3
Y

2

4

X 1

6

5

(a) Showing numbered markers.

(b) Showing marker normals.

Figure 1.4: Coordinate frame {B} of the bi-local coordinate reference (BCR).
In the pre-operative calibration stage, information from the custom bi-local coordinate reference (BCR) device was gathered using CT images and tracking data
from the position sensor. The coordinate frame of the BCR device was denoted {B}.
The BCR was used to determine the transformation from the position sensor to the
BCR as

B
CT

and the transformation from BCR to the imaging frame as

H
BT.

The

transformation between the imaging frame {H} and the position sensor frame {C}
was calculated as the composition of these two transformations

H
CT

B
= [H
B T ][C T ]

To accomplish image guidance, the transformation

(1.5)
Y
PT

between intra-operative

patient image coordinate frame {Y} and patient coordinate frame {P} needed to be
determined. The transformation YH T between the intra-operative image {Y} and the
imaging coordinate frame {H} is determined using the CT scan “meta-data”. The
pre-operative calibration stage determined the transformation between imaging {H}

10
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and position sensor frame {C}, so

H
CT

was known. The patient would be tracked

as patient coordinate frame {P}, so the transformation C
P T between the patient and
position sensor would also be known. Composing these transformations gave the
transformation YP T between the intra-operative image and patient gave

Y
PT

C
= [YH T ][H
C T ][P T ]

(1.6)

In the operating suite, a surgical tool {D} was tracked relative to patient position
{P}, when both the patient and the tool are tracked by the position sensor, as

P
DT

= [PC T ][C
DT ]

(1.7)

The transformation between image and patient, YP T , and the tracking transformation PD T could then be combined to show the location of the surgical tool {D} within
the CT image {Y} by using

Y
DT

= [YP T ][PD T ]

(1.8)

This was how the CT images of the patient could be used for surgical tool guidance.
This research was focused mainly on finding the calibration transformation

H
CT.

After this calibration transformation was known it could be applied to pre-operative
images, and subsequently, for image guidance in a surgical navigation system.
The remainder of this dissertation describes the materials and research methods
in Chapter 3, the results in Chapter 4, and presents a discussion of the results in
Chapter 5. The Appendix contains technical details that may be useful in further
work that extends or uses the methods presented herein.

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides background material that may be useful for understanding
the details and contributions of the dissertation. Section 2.1 reviews image guided
surgical navigation and provides an example of a direct navigation system that uses
cone beam computed tomography. Section 2.3 goes over the key measures used for
assessing accuracy of medical navigation systems. Section 2.4 describes the design
process of the Bi-Local Coordinate Reference (BCR) frame and provides explanations
for key design decisions.

2.1

Image-Based Surgical Navigation

Image-guided surgery, which is a type of computer-assisted surgery, has been used
clinically since the 1980’s and has been reviewed academically since 1998 [3, 16, 26].
This section will review the more limited work that has used intra-operative 3D
computed tomography (CT) images, which was this research project’s application
domain. Prior to this review, a brief description of computer-assisted surgery is in
11
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order.
Conventional computer assisted surgery (CAS) techniques have used for operating
on bones, or other rigid anatomical structures, that are located deep inside human
body and therefore are difficult to access directly. In such applications, anatomical
visibility during surgery has been a major concern. The usual alternative, which is to
improve visibility with large surgical exposures, is unfavourable because it may lead
to serious tissue damage [19].
In conventional CAS, pre-operative images of the patient are used for surgical
guidance. Methods such as manual segmentation, volume rendering, or volume slicing
are employed to generate a virtual model of the anatomy of interest from a CT image.
Such a model can then be used for planning and navigating the surgery.
During a CAS procedure, the patient must be tracked by a navigation system;
this is done by using a local coordinate reference (LCR) attached to some part of the
patient [29]. The computer assists the surgeon by using an anatomical model that has
been spatially mapped to the anatomy using a registration algorithm. Registration
is typically based on features such as a triangulated mesh of rigid anatomy.
One common registration process selects relevant points on the computational
model and chooses corresponding points on the anatomy using a probe, which is
tracked by the navigation system. This step spatially relates the patient’s LCR,
3D model and anatomy, so that any changes in patient’s position are displayed by a
surgical navigation system. A surgical tool equipped with an LCR can also be tracked
and displayed relative to the anatomy by a navigation system.
Such a registration process has important limitations. The process has been found
to be error prone [19] in part because the accuracy of the registration has depended
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strongly on the optimized selection of registration points and the exact identification of pairs. In addition, if manual segmentation was used to generate 3D model of
the anatomy, the process could increase the amount time between image acquisition
and surgery. This is a concern if the anatomy of interest deforms between image acquisition and surgery; in such an instance the computational model would no longer
accurately represent the anatomy. The conventional CAS process may also be unsuitable for smaller bones or bones with limited surface exposure [1] because of difficulties
in attaching an LCR to a very small bone, or in gathering points for feature-based
registration on bones that are obstructed by other anatomy. Alternative solutions,
such as direct navigation systems, have been developed to address these concerns.

2.1.1

Direct Navigation Overview

Unlike conventional computer-assisted surgery, direct navigation does not rely on patient data for image to patient registration. Instead, the spatial relationship between
coordinate frames of imaging and tracking systems is used for surgical navigation.
For over a decade, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) using C-arm fluoroscope has been an imaging modality for direct navigation systems [7, 24, 28, 29, 30]. In
a typical set-up, the images that were acquired by an iso-centric fluoroscope shared
the same coordinate frame {S}, with the origin at the center of the image. The
imaging coordinate frame had a fixed mechanical relationship to the iso-center of the
C-arm and thus to either the X-ray source of the C-arm or to the external housing
of its image-capture device. The spatial relationship between the imaging coordinate
frame {S} and the C-arm could therefore be determined using a calibration process,
which has been called extrinsic calibration.
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Such an extrinsic calibration has been conducted using C-arm tracking data and an
external calibration object [28]. In a typical set-up, the fluoroscopic C-arm has been
tracked by the position sensor using optical markers attached to the image detector.
The calibration process has typically made use of multiple coordinate frames. In
addition to the imaging coordinate frame {S}, coordinate frames have included: {C}
for an optical position sensor, used to track surgical instruments and other devices;
{F} for a fluoroscope’s image detector, and {P} for a patient. For extrinsic calibration,
a coordinate frame {M} of the external calibration object has also been used. By
design and construction, a calibration object that can be sensed in both the imaging
and tracking modalities has been essential in performing extrinsic calibration.
The goal of surgical registration is finding a transformation PY T between a patient
coordinate frame {P} and frame of the patient’s intra-operative image {Y}. For isocentric CBCT devices, all images have the same origin so the coordinate frame of
image {Y} matches the imaging coordinate frame {S}, i.e., PY T = PS T .
In work using an iso-centric CBCT fluoroscope calibration has typically been
accomplished in a straightforward process. First, the positions of the fluoroscopic
image detector {F} and the multi-modal calibration object {M} were acquired using
C
a position sensor {C} as coordinate transformations C
F T and M T . The transformation
S
MT

between the multi-modal calibrator {M} and the imaging coordinate frame {S}

was then determined through image processing. Combining these gave a calibration
transformation between the imaging space {S} and the image detector {F} as

S
FT

C
= [SM T ][M
C T ][F T ]

(2.1)

The mechanical relationship between the imaging coordinate frame and the C-arm
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image detector was taken to be fixed, so the transformation SF T remained constant
for any subsequently acquired CBCT image. Intra-operatively, this transformation
was used with tracking data from patient, of the form C
P T , plus the position of the
image detector, C
F T , to complete surgical registration as

P
ST

F
= [PC T ][C
F T ][S T ]

(2.2)

Another type of CBCT registration has been called intrinsic calibration. In this
process, multiple projection images of a known calibration phantom were used to
determine the transformation between the image detector {F} and imaging coordinate
frame {S} without using external calibration objects. As for extrinsic calibration, the
intrinsic method relied on tracking the C-arm of the imager during the phases of
calibration and intra-operative navigation.
CBCT direct navigation using SIREMOBIL Iso-C3D fluoroscopes have been reported for a variety of surgical procedures, such as cranial, spinal and pelvic screw
placements and trauma. The accuracy of the system was found to be 1.2 mm with
good reproducibility [28]. The system was also found to improve the precision of spinal
screw placements [10, 12], benefit surgical procedures for foot and ankle trauma [27]
and other intra-articular fractures [15].
In conceptually related work, Jacob et al. [13] presented a direct navigation system
for which a conventional CT scanner was the imaging modality. A CT calibration
panel, containing infra-red markers, was used to calibrate the system. The markers
served as fiducial points for both the imaging process and for position sensing. During
calibration, the panel was attached to the operating table with the panel’s position
adjusted so that it was parallel to the slices of the CT image. The location of the
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calibration object was used to establish the imaging coordinate frame. The positions
of the IREDs in the scan were used to establish the X and Y axes of the imaging
coordinate frame, with the translation of the CT table providing Z axis. Tracking the
panel with the position sensor established the coordinate transformation C
K T between
the imaging coordinate frame {K} and the position sensor frame {C}. The transformation

Y
KT

between imaging frame {K} and the intra-operative image coordinate

frame {Y} was established using the information from the CT scan’s “meta-data”.
As in CBCT navigation, the patient was tracked by the position sensor to find the
transformation C
P T . The transformation between the patient {P} and patient’s intraoperative image {Y} was found by combining the known transformations as

P
YT

K
= [PC T ][C
K T ][Y T ]

(2.3)

This completed the surgical registration process. Their system was validated in
in vitro accuracy tests, reporting a positioning accuracy of 1.9 mm.
This CT-based registration process is similar to the registration process presented
in this dissertation. The key difference is that the calibration process of the Swiss
group required more time to complete. Both their process and the process reported
here relied on the accuracy of DICOM “meta-data”.
Another direct navigation system, using a mobile gantry CT scanner, was evaluated in a study by Stelter et al. [31]. It used a commercial navigation system that was
linked to the CT scanner and could automatically register CT images. The system
was validated using skull phantoms and exhibited spatial deviation of approximately
1 mm, which was accepted for clinical use in cochlear implantations.
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Direct Navigation Using Cone Beam Computed Tomography

A highly accurate system for direct navigation using intra-operative cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) was described in detail by Oentoro in a Master’s thesis [25]
and a subsequent paper [24]. The CBCT navigation system described in these studies, and the CT navigation system presented in this dissertation, were developed and
tested in the same operating-room setting and with similar equipment.
Oentoro’s direct navigation system used a custom calibration device, an Optotrak
Certus position sensor, and a flat-panel 3D fluoroscope (Innova 4100, GE Healthcare,
Buc, France) that acquired CBCT images. Unlike the direct navigation systems
discussed above in Section 2.1.1, Oentoro’s system did not rely on tracking the C-arm
with the position sensor.
The CBCT calibration was separated into pre-operative and intra-operative steps.
The Innova fluoroscope was positioned over the operating table, for both pre-operative
and intra-operative image acquisition. The Optotrak Certus position sensor was
mounted in the ceiling approximately 2 m from the foot of the bed. The position of
these two pieces of equipment did not change between pre-operative calibration and
intra-operative use.
Their custom multi modal calibration device (MMC) was a plastic frame, shaped
like a hollow cube with edges of approximately 160 mm [25], pictured in Figure 2.1.
The frame was embedded with steel beads, which were readily detected by processing
CBCT images, and infra-red diodes, which were detected by the position sensor. The
bead locations in the MMC’s coordinate frame {M} were determined by surveying
the device with a ball-tipped optically tracked probe.
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Image credit: Anton Oentoro.

Figure 2.1: The multi-modal calibration device of Oentoro and Ellis [24].
The preoperative calibration process related the coordinate frames of the position
sensor {C} and the Innova 3D spin image {S}. First, the MMC was placed on the
operating table, roughly at the center of the fluoroscope’s coordinate frame and a
CBCT image of the MMC was acquired. The image was processed with a bead
detection algorithm and the detected beads were registered to their locations in {M},
giving the transformation between coordinate frames of the multi-modal calibrator
and the fluoroscope as SM T . At the time of image acquisition, the pose of the MMC was
acquired using an Optotrak Certus position sensor as

C
MT.

The two transformations

were combined to give the calibration as

C
ST

M
= [C
M T ][S T ]

(2.4)
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that related any subsequent CBCT images to Optotrak coordinates [30]. In the intraoperative stage, this transformation was combined with patient tracking data of the
form PC T to complete the image-to-patient registration as

P
ST

= [PC T ][C
ST]

(2.5)

The CBCT direct navigation system was tested in a number of studies [1, 24,
25, 30]. The mean registration error of this system was reported as approximately
0.3 mm [30]. A validation study [24], using plastic models of a femur and tibia,
reported the target registration error as approximately 1.2 mm.
Additional studies using wrist phantoms compared CBCT direct navigation to
conventional techniques for drilling and screw placement. Volume slicing [1] and
volume rendering [30] were used to visualize anatomy. These studies concluded that
the CBCT direct navigation system had the potential to be highly accurate and
effective way of performing image-guided interventions, with prospects of leading
to more repeatable and reliable screw placement with fewer drilling attempts than
conventional methods [1, 30].

2.2

Point-Based Registration

The process of point based registration can be described as that of finding the best
alignment between two sets of points in different coordinate frames. This alignment
is can be determined as a rigid transformation, which consists of a rotation and a
translation, that can be used to convert a vector from one coordinate frame to a
corresponding vector in another coordinate frame. This problem has been widely
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studied in aeronautics, statistics, and especially in computer vision.
The two registration methods that were used in this research project were Horn’s
quaternion-based registration method [11] and the iterative closest point algorithm
(ICP) [2]. Both methods aimed to minimize the least squares distance between a
point set A and a point set B via a rigid transformation.
Horn’s algorithm first transformed each data set to that the data vectors had
zero means. Unit quaternions were used to find the orientation component of the
rigid transformation. After the rotation is found, the translational component is was
calculated as the difference between the centroids of points of the set A and the
rotated centroid of points of the set B.
The ICP algorithm began with an initial estimate of how to rigidly transform the
set B. At each iteration, each point in set A was paired to its closest neighbour in the
rigidly transformed set B. (If the sets were fairly small, an exhaustive search could be
used; for large sets, multi-dimensional search can be applied to reduce computation
times for this part of the iteration.) After the correspondence was found, the rotation
and translation were calculated anew and applied to the set B. The alignment error
was computed and used, along with maximum number of steps, to determine whether
the algorithm had converged or if a new iteration was needed.
The choice of the algorithm depends on the characteristics of the sets. Horn’s
method required the number of points in the sets A and B to be equal, plus a
correspondence between points in the sets needed to be known prior to registration.
The more general iterative closest point algorithm did not require the equal sizes of
point sets. If differently sized sets were provided, it found the best match of points
in a smaller set to points in the larger set, discarding poorly matched points from
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the larger set. The ICP algorithm tended to perform best if the sets were closely
aligned initially. Horn’s algorithm was a closed-form solution that did require an
initial estimate or iterations, meaning is was quickly computed and guaranteed to
find the optimal rigid registration of the given points.

2.3

Assessing Registration Accuracy

The accuracy of any navigation system depends on the accuracy of registration. This
section briefly reviews three key error measures for point-based registration systems
and how these metrics influence the design and usage of a bi-local coordinate reference
(BCR) device. All of the measures are based on the Euclidean metric of vectors in
the relevant coordinate frame.
This research project made use of various publications by Fitzpatrick, Jannin,
Maurer, Wang, West et al [5, 6, 14, 17, 32, 33]. Their formula for estimating expected
target registration error (Equation 2.11 below) was used as a guide for designing the
BCR calibration device. Their formula for expected fiducial registration error (Equation 2.8 below) was used to help establish threshold parameters for branch and bound
algorithm (described in Section 3.2.2). Both of these equations required an expected
fiducial localization error (FLE) value, which was approximated using Equation 2.6
below and the expected FLE’s from imaging and position sensor modalities, as described in Section 2.3.2. The completed project was validated by calculating the
target registration error using Equation 2.10 below.
This section adopts the widely used notation introduced by Fitzpatrick et al. The
acronyms FLE, FRE, and TRE will be used to represent fiducial localization, fiducial
registration and target registration errors, respectively. The angular brackets will be
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used to represent expected error values. For example, hT REi will represent expected
target registration error and T RE will represent actual target registration error.

2.3.1

Fiducial Localization Error (FLE)

Fiducial localization error (FLE) is the error in determining the location of fiducial
markers in an image or other sensing modality. If a registration involved aligning
two modalities, with each modality having a non-negligible localization error, then
the expected squared FLE, denoted here as, hF LEi2 was calculated as the sum of
squares of the localization errors of the two modalities1 [5]. For modalities a and b
the hF LEi2 was calculated as

hF LEi2 = hF LEa i2 + hF LEb i2

(2.6)

A non zero FLE error is inevitable in real applications, but it could be mitigated
by following practices recommended in the literature. In three-dimensional imaging
modalities, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and positron emission tomography (PET), FLE can be reduced by choosing fiducial
markers that are larger than image voxels [5]. The CT scanner used in this project
(GE LightSpeed16) had voxels of sub-millimeter dimensions [4], so fiducial markers
larger than 1 mm are suitable for this system.
In a sensor modality, such as an optical position sensor, the FLE can be minimized
by tracking at an angle and distance from the position sensor that are recommended
by the manufacturer. For the Optotrak Certus, it was recommended to track at no
1

An earlier publication [17] suggested a different formula for approximating “effective” FLE:
hF LEeff i2 = (hF LEa i2 + hF LEb i2 )/2. For this research project, Equation 2.6 was used to estimate
FLE because it gave a less optimistic approximation.
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more than 60◦ angle to marker normals and at approximately 2.25 m from the position
sensor [20].

2.3.2

Fiducial Registration Error (FRE)

In the context of point-based registration, the fiducial registration error (FRE) can
be defined as the root mean square distance between corresponding fiducial points
after registration [6]. When the goal of a registration was finding the best alignment
between N points pi in modality P to corresponding points qi in modality Q, the
hF REi2 could be calculated [6] as
N
1 X
|Rpi + d − qi |2
hF REi =
N i=1
2

(2.7)

where R and d are the rotational and translational components of the transformation
found during the registration. The expected FRE can also be approximated, using
the FLE [5], as

hF REi2 ≈ (1 −

2
)hF LEi2
N

(2.8)

where hF REi2 and hF LEi2 represented the expected values of F RE 2 and F LE 2 and
N was the number of points used in registration.
Although the goal of a registration algorithm is minimizing FRE, this value provides a poor estimate of the overall accuracy of a system [5] because it is independent
of fiducial configuration and does not reflect actual usage conditions. Generally, the
FRE can be used as an indication of failure in a system, but not as the measure of
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system’s accuracy. An abnormally large FRE can indicate a missing, poorly localized, or falsely detected fiducial marker, or failure to find a correct correspondence
between sets of markers in different modalities. In general, a system with low FRE
is not guaranteed to have high accuracy [32].
In the context of this research project, FRE was used for checking the bead detection and bead matching algorithms. During program testing, alignments with a
FRE above a certain threshold were be treated as potentially incorrect. One recommendation for calculating such a threshold is to use Equation 2.8 to independently
approximate the fiducial localization errors of CT image, as FLEI , and the position
sensor, as F LEC . A theoretical hF LEI i can be estimated [17, 32] as

hF LEi =

r

∆x2v + ∆yv2 + ∆zv2
12

(2.9)

where ∆xv , ∆yv ,and ∆zv are the dimensions of an image voxel. For our project,
typical voxel dimensions were 0.56 mm × 0.56 mm × 0.63 mm, so the hF LEI i was
approximately2 0.29 mm. The position sensor’s hF LEC i was estimated by calculating
the root mean square of the X, Y , and Z tracking accuracies that provided by manufacturer of the position sensor [20]. Using Equation 2.6, the squares of hF LEC i and
hF LEI i were combined to get hF LE 2 i for Equation 2.8. Approximations of fiducial
registration and fiducial localization errors for this project are presented in Table 2.1.
These FRE approximations were used for selecting testing thresholds and as rough
estimates of expected FRE and FLE in the project. As discussed above, these estimates of accuracy of detecting and aligning fiducial points were not be treated as a
measure of system performance.
2

Equation 2.9 gives an F LE estimation for an infinitesimally small marker, the location of which
within a voxel is distributed randomly and uniformly, so it may differ from the actual F LEI .
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Table 2.1: Approximate fiducial registration errors, hF REi, and fiducial localization
errors, hF LEi for a system with N = 10 fiducial markers at different distances from
the position sensor. hF LEI i was an approximate fiducial localization error for a
typical CT image. hF LEC i was an approximate fiducial localization error for the
Optotrak Certus position sensor.
Distance from
Sensor (m)

hF REi
(mm)

hF LEi
(mm)

hF LEI i
(mm)

hF LEC i
(mm)

2.25
4.00
6.00

0.08
0.17
0.38

0.32
0.46
0.69

0.29
0.29
0.29

0.12
0.36
0.63

2.3.3

Target Registration Error (TRE)

For over a decade, target registration error (TRE) has been accepted as a more
meaningful indicator of accuracy for the point-based guidance systems than FRE [14].
TRE can be calculated in a manner similar to that of FRE, with the important
distinction that the points used in the TRE calculation should be different from the
fiducial markers that were used for the registration. For a point of interest p measured
as vector p in one coordinate frame as as the vector q in another coordinate frame,
TRE can be calculated as

T RE(p) = Rp + d − q

(2.10)

As before, R and d are the rotational and translational components of the transformation found during the registration, p is a point of interest, and point q corresponds
to p in modality Q. In the context of a surgical navigation system, the points of
interest are usually anatomical sites of some diagnosis or treatment.
West et al. [6] demonstrated that the hT RE 2 i of a point r can be estimated from
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the expected squared FLE, the number and the configuration of the fiducial markers,
and relative location of point r. Varying k = 1 . . . 3 for the principal axes of the
covariance matrix of the fiducial markers, the TRE was estimated as
hF LE 2 i
hT RE 2 (r)i ≈
N

3

1 X d2k
1+
3 k=1 fk2

!

(2.11)

where N was the number of fiducial markers, fk was the RMS distance of the fiducial
markers from each principal axis k, and dk was the distance of the target from principal
axis k of the fiducial configuration.
This equation can be used to develop guidelines for designing and using calibration
objects, such as the bi-local coordinate reference (BCR) used in this project. In
Equation 2.11, the value of hT RE(r)i2 can be minimized by minimizing the numerator
and maximizing the denominator terms. The hF LEi2 can be minimized by following
the set of practices described above in Section 2.3.1. The value of N can be maximized
by using as many fiducial markers as possible, although in practice the maximum
number of fiducial markers may be limited by the time it takes to find correspondences
between the fiducials of different coordinate frames. A simulation examining the effect
of number of fiducial markers on TRE values and computational time will be presented
below in Section 2.4.2.
The value of d2k was minimized when the distance between the calibration object
and the anatomy of interest was as small as reasonably achievable. In this project, the
calibration was carried out in advance of and independent of any subsequent medical
procedure. It was recognized, during the design and implementation of this project,
that after the system had been calibrated for surgery, the anatomy of interest should
be placed in or near the region of placed during calibration. A simulation examining
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the effect of increasing the distance between the potential target and the position of
BCR during calibration is presented below in Section 5.2.
To maximize fk2 the fiducial markers should be kept as far from each other as
possible, avoiding configurations where the markers are linear or nearly linear [33].

2.4

Preliminary Work: BCR Structure Design and
Manufacturing

The BCR structure needed to rigidly hold the tracking devices and fiducial markers
so that the relationship between them did not change with use. The plastic structure
of the calibrator included two planar regions that held the tracking devices. Hemispherical divots, each 3 mm in diameter, were interspersed throughout the structure
for embedding spherical steel beads that acted as fiducial markers for CT imaging.
The BCR structure was refined over two iterations. The differences between the
iterations are outlined in the Table 2.2. When re-designing the BCR, consideration
included as the number and placement of fiducial points, and the shape of the structure. The key design decisions are explained below, in Section 2.4.1 to Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1

Shape of the BCR Structure

Because an opto-electronic position sensor was used in this project, line-of-sight visibility and other tracking considerations were the most important factors in the BCR
structure design. Physical stability of the structure was also important because the
relationship between optical tracking devices and fiducial markers needed to stay
constant over time. To improve tracking accuracy, the tracking devices had to be
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Table 2.2: Key characteristics of initial and final prototypes of the BCR.

Structure
shape
Support struts
Material
# of fiducial
markers
Bead
asymmetry

Prototype BCR

Final BCR

Right angle

Obtuse angle (120◦ )

Yes
Sparse ABS plastic
10

No
Dense ABS plastic
8

Low

High
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non-coplanar and the viewing angle must be no greater than 60◦ [23].
In the initial prototype, the tracking devices were positioned at a relative angle of
90◦ . After the set-up of the operating room was taken into consideration, the BCR
structure was redesigned to improve the line of sight from the position sensor to the
BCR. In the operating room, the position sensor was mounted to the ceiling with a
downward viewing angle of approximately 30◦ . This meant that, for the original BCR
design in which the tracked devices had a relative angle of 90◦ , the horizontal tracked
device was at an unfavourable angle to the position sensor. This was subsequently
improved by orienting the tracked devices at an obtuse angle, so that one of them
was approximately vertical and the other was angled. The tracking angle differences
of the prototype and final BCR are presented in Figure 2.2.
In the initial design, diagonal struts were used to improve the physical stability
of the structure. In practice, it was found that these struts obstructed the line of
sight and blocked parts of the tracked devices, thereby reducing the overall tracking
accuracy. For the final BCR, structure the support struts were removed and the
structure was manufactured in a high density plastic (as opposed to the prototype
sparse-density plastic) to make structure more rigid.

2.4.2

Number of Fiducial Markers

The number of fiducial markers in the BCR structure was constrained by both registration error and computational considerations. Generally, as described above, the
registration error was expected to have decreased with an increase in the number of
fiducial markers. However, if the correspondence between two sets of registered points
was not known before hand, increasing the number of fiducial markers increased the
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Position
Sensor
18.6°

19.3°
70.1°

70.4°

(a) Initial BCR prototype.

Position
Sensor
18.1°

18.7°

40.7°

40.1°

(b) Final BCR prototype.

Figure 2.2: Tracking angles in the operating room (with ceiling mounted position
sensor). Not to scale.
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time it took to find this correspondence. This occurred because the number of possible permutations of correspondences between the designed fiducial positions and
the positions detected in a CT image increased exponentially. This meant that the
number of fiducial markers needed to be large enough to give acceptable error yet
small enough to compute in reasonable time.
To help make a design decision, a numerical simulation was performed. A set of
N points was first generated, representing markers gathered with a position sensor;
to these positions, noise typical of tracking error was added. A known transformation
was applied to these points, generating another set of points; to these, noise typical
of CT imaging error was added. The two sets of points were registered using Horn’s
method. The resulting registration transformation was applied to randomly generated
target points and a virtual target registration error (TRE) was calculated. This
procedure was repeated for N ranging from Fmin to Fmax points. Two matching
algorithms were used, both having a computation time that increased exponentially
with the number of fiducial markers: an exhaustive match, and a branch-and-bound
algorithm. (The latter algorithm had a much faster computation time despite its
theoretical behavior on large data sets.)
In one such simulation, the values Fmin = 3 to Fmax = 12 were chosen; 3 was the
minimum number of beads for registration and 12 was deemed to be the maximum
number of fiducial markers that could be mechanically inserted into the proposed BCR
structure. Results of the simulation are presented in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. From
this simulation it was decided that having fewer than 5 points produced unacceptably
large error (over 1 mm) and having more than 10 points took an unreasonable amount
of time (on a typical PC at the time of writing, an exhaustive algorithm required over a
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week of computation time whereas a branch-and-bound algorithm requires somewhat
more than a minute to compute).
9

Squared TRE value (square mm)

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

3

4

5
6
7
8
9
Number of points used in registration

10

Figure 2.3: Squared TRE as a function of the number of points used in simulated
registrations.
In the prototype BCR structure, 10 fiducial markers were used; in the final BCR
design, the number of fiducial markers was reduced to 8. In future work, the number
of beads could be varied depending on computational and accuracy considerations.

2.4.3

Placement of Fiducial Points

To aid in finding correspondences between the two sets of registration points, the
number of permutations was limited by discarding unacceptable matches. (For full
description of this algorithm see Section 3.2.2). To improve the practical performance
of the algorithm, the fiducial markers were placed so that the distance between each
pair of points was distinct. This reduced the initial number of feasible matches in the
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(a) Branch and bound algorithm.
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(b) Exhaustive algorithm.

Figure 2.4: Time required to find correspondences between fiducial points as a function of the number of points used in simulated registrations.
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branch-and-bound algorithm, which consequently sped the computation.
To illustrate this point, consider markers D, E, F and G from the prototype BCR,
shown in Figure 2.5. These points formed a rectangle with side DE=GF and side
DG=EF, meaning that there was a considerable symmetry. The branch-and-bound
algorithm started by matching sets of three points, then discarded those sets that
had a registration error above a threshold, then iteratively added more points to the
sets until an acceptable match for as many points as possible had been found.
B

J

F
G

E
D
A

C

I

H

Figure 2.5: Views of the initial BCR prototype with labelled bead divots.
If one of the initial 3-tuples contained points D-E-F, it could have been matched
to D-E-F ( which was correct match), but also to F-G-D, E-D-G, and G-F-E; all
of these matches would have had the same low registration error. If, however, the
distances between points D, E, F, and G were all distinct then there would only
be one acceptable (low error) match. Because the number of possible permutations
increased exponentially with the number of points, extra matches found early on in
the algorithm resulted in exponentially more steps later. The final design of the BCR
structure ensured that the distances between all pairs of points were distinct.
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2.4.4

Final BCR Design

The configuration shown in Figure 2.6a was chosen as the final design for the BCR.
The plastic structure of the BCR was manufactured with high density ABS plastic using a 3D rapid prototyping printer (SST 1200es, Dimension/Stratasys, Eden Prairie,
USA). The BCR structure had two planes positioned at a relative angle of 120◦ . The
overall size of the BCR structure was 150 × 100 × 85 mm. The structure was capable
of supporting two tracked devices. Embedded in the structure were 8 asymmetrically
offset steel beads of 3 mm diameter that acted as fiducial markers in CT images. A
special holder, shown in Figure 2.6b, was also manufactured to hold the BCR in an
upright position during the calibration process.

(b) BCR holder.
(a) Final BCR design.

Figure 2.6: Final BCR design and the BCR holder.

Chapter 3
Methods
This chapter describes the process of finding and validating the critical link in direct
navigation, which is the pre-operative calibration transformation.
The calibration work-flow consisted of a pre-operative and an intra-operative
stage. The pre-operative stage began with tracking the bi-local coordinate reference
(BCR) with a position sensor. This provided a transformation between the position
sensor and the BCR, denoted B
C T . After a computed tomography (CT) image of the
BCR was acquired, the transformation between the BCR and the imaging coordinate
frame

H
BT

was calculated using a set of customized programs. This step required an

intermediate coordinate frame {A} to determine the location of the CT image in the
imaging frame {H}, a process is described in more detail in Section 3.2.
These transformations were combined to determine the transformation between
the position sensor and the imaging coordinate frame as

H
CT,

which could then be

used intra-operatively. The intra-operative step began by tracking the patient {P}
and acquiring an intra-operative CT image of the patient {Y}. This provided a
transformation between patient and position sensor as
36

C
PT,

and a transformation
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between the imaging frame and the patient as YH T . These transformations were then
combined with

H
CT

to find the transformation between patient and CT image of the

anatomy as YP T .
The main focus of this dissertation research was the pre-operative process of finding

H
CT

as a series of transformations:

H
CT

A
I
B
= [H
A T ][I T ][B T ][C T ]

(3.1)

A graphical representation of these transformations is presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Sequence of transformations for calculating

Imaging
Space
X
{H}
Z
Y

H
CT.

This chapter has a simple structure. Section 3.1 describes the materials used in
the study and basic methods closely related to these materials. Section 3.1.1 explains the creation of the Northern Digital rigid-body (RIG) file, which is a file that
communicates the configuration of the BCR to the position sensor. Section 3.1.3
presents a small study aimed at examining the tracking accuracy of the position
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sensor. Section 3.1.4 describes the measurements that were taken during the manufacturing process to prepare for calculating B
I T during the calibration. Section 3.2 is
organized according to the intermediate coordinate transformations that constitute
H
BT.

Section 3.2.1 shows the algorithm for finding fiducial locations in a CT image.

Section 3.2.3 explains an intermediate coordinate frame {A}. Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.4,
and 3.2.5 describe the procedure used to find

I
A
BT , I T ,

and

H
AT

respectively. The

studies for validating the consistency and accuracy of the resulting calibration are
described in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.3.

3.1

Materials

CT scans were acquired using a Lightspeed16 scanner produced by General Electric
HealthCare. This 16-slice scanner was specially configured for intra-operative use; it
had a fixed table and a movable gantry, rather than the usual configuration of a fixed
gantry and a moving table. Details of the CT coordinate frames are provided below.
Position sensing was performed using an active optoelectronic localizer. The Optotrak Certus performed the tracking and reported the location of a tracked device
in the coordinates of the position sensor. Each tracked device was described, in its
local coordinates, using a rigid-body (RIG) file.
When given a description of a visible tracked device as a RIG file, the application
programming interface (API) returned the position and orientation of the tracked
device based on the information it received from the position sensor. One challenge
of this project was tracking two separate tracked devices as one; this was accomplished
using RIG files and a custom tracking program.
Most of the tracked devices used in this project were acquired from Northern
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Digital, which eliminated the need for custom optoelectronic hardware. Each tracked
device, here denoted as a plate, was an aluminium square of approximately 63 mm
each side. These were active devices that the Optotrak Certus localized by activating
each infra-red light-emitting diode (IRED) in a programmed sequence. In one side of
the plate there were inset 4 IREDs, nominally on a square of 50 mm each side. The
BCRs used in this project were built using 2 such plates.

Figure 3.2: Tracked device with 4 IREDs, manufactured by NDI.
The device for tracking CT gantry also made use of one such plate. This plate was
rigidly attached to the metal adapter, which fit securely onto the monitor bracket on
the CT gantry. The device is described in detail in Section 5.4.
For validating the system, a plastic bone phantom and an acute tipped probe were
used. The phantom and the probe had LCRs with different IRED configurations than
the devices used in system calibration, but were localized by the Optotrak Certus
position sensor, similarly to the tracked plates. The probe and phantom are shown
in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Acute tipped surgical probe and a fragment of a plastic femur phantom.
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RIG File Design

A RIG file specified properties of the tracked device for the position sensor. It contained the information on the location and orientation of each IRED and specified
acceptable limits for error values, IRED spreads and the minimum number of IREDs
used in for calculating transformations. If these limits were not met during tracking,
the API reported the device as “missing” and no transformation data was returned.
The RIG file was created using NDI 6D Architect and the standard protocol
outlined in the software manual [22]. The minimum number of IREDs required for
calculating the transformation was set to 3. The IRED normal vectors were set as
perpendicular to the plane of the device that housed the IREDs. For specific values
of the parameters, refer to the Appendix, section A.1.
For better tracking accuracy the transformation was calculated from non-coplanar
IREDs. IREDs on the same tracked device were considered coplanar, so it was necessary to ensure that both plates were used in calculating the transformation. Although
this could have been done by using minSpread values in the RIG file, a better alternative was to incorporate the values into custom tracking software. With the chosen
configuration of IREDs, using minSpread blocked some of the valid combinations,
which was undesirable because it limited the visibility of BCR during use.
An alternative to using minSpread values, to ensure that at least 1 IRED visible
from each plate was creating custom tracking software that used the NDI Optotrak
API. This eliminated the cases where the combinations of IREDs that satisfied the
“one IRED from each plate” condition were falsely discarded because the IREDs were
too close to each other. It had an added benefit of being able to provide user with
the reason why a device could not be tracked, e.g., whether fewer than three IREDs
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were visible, one of the plates had no IREDs visible, or the angle of a IRED normal
vector was greater than 60◦ from the position-sensor viewing direction. The tracking
program supplied the user with appropriate error message when the transformation
between position sensor and BCR could not be accurately determined.

3.1.2

Ball-Tipped Probe

This project made extensive use of a probe that was acquired from Northern Digital.
The tip of this probe was a sphere of nominal diameter 3 mm, shown in Figure 3.4,
and was tracked by a plate device. This probe was particularly useful because, when
it was inserted into a similarly sized spherical vacuity, the center of the probe’s tip
was in the same place as the center of a spherical object that might later be set into
that vacuity. To ensure that the probe was accurate, the offset of the tip of the probe
was calculated using the NDI First Principles pivot utility. (For more details on the
procedure refer to NDI First Principles User Guide [21], pp. 71–78).

Figure 3.4: Ball-tipped 4 marker digitizing probe.
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Tracking Accuracy at Different Distances from the Position Sensor

The Optotrak Certus position sensor was less accurate at determining the position
and orientation of tracked devices if the distance between the tracked device and
the sensor was large. According to the manufacturer specifications [20], the RMS
accuracy of the Optotrak Certus position sensor ranged from 0.1 mm to 0.9 mm. The
tracking accuracy decreased with an increase in the distance between the tracked
device and the sensor, with Z-accuracy being affected the most.
An accuracy experiment was conducted in the operating room to assess the tracking accuracy of portable and ceiling mounted position sensors in surgical space. Three
tracking devices, containing 12 IREDs in total, were placed in different parts of the
operating room. The IRED locations, as reported by the position sensor, were collected for 100 seconds at 100 frames per second. Because the tracked devices were
stationary during the collection, any reported deviation in position was treated as
tracking error. Data were plotted as a 2D graph. The results of these tests are
presented in Chapter 4.

3.1.4

Locations of Fiducial Markers in BCR Coordinates

To perform the calibration it was necessary to know the locations of the fiducial
markers in the BCR coordinate frame {B}. Recall that {B} was defined in terms of
the local positions of the IREDs of the BCR. Therefore, the positions of the fiducial
markers relative to the IREDs needed to be found. This was accomplished using the
First Principles software and a modified RIG file for the BCR.
To determine the position of a divot relative to the locations of its plates, it was
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necessary to perform an alignment to the coordinate frame of the tracked device (for
the procedure see NDI First Principles User Guide [21] (in print, pp.29-38)). In First
Principles it was only possible to use one rigid body as an alignment object; but,
because the BCR had two tracked plates, it had two rigid bodies. To use the BCR
as an alignment object a modified RIG file was used. The modified file had the same
coordinate frame of reference as the original BCR RIG file, but it only had the IRED
positions from one of the plates. Thus, an alignment could be performed using only
one of the plates (and therefore only one rigid body) on the BCR.
The centers of the fiducial markers in {B} were determined using the 3 mm balltipped digitizing probe described above in Section 3.1.2. The probe was inserted into
each of the divots on the BCR and pivoted around the divot; this surveyed each divot.
To account for surveying errors, the divot locations were refined using the data from
radiological (cone beam CT) images of the BCR.

3.2

Transformation between BCR and Imaging Coordinates

The transformation between the BCR {B} and the imaging coordinate frame {H}
was not directly available, so it needed to be calculated by combining transformations
that included an image coordinate frame {I} and a DICOM patient coordinate frame
(PCF) {A}. The intermediate transformations were:
BCR and the CT image;

A
I T,

I
BT ,

which was between the

between the CT image and the patient coordinate

frame; and H
A T , between patient coordinate frame and the imaging coordinate frame.
These could be composed to find the desired transformation as
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H
BT

A
I
= [H
A T ][I T ][B T ]

(3.2)

This section is divided into several subsections, which explain how the components
of this equation were determined.

3.2.1

Locations of Fiducial Points in CT Image Coordinates

The image was represented as a 3D array, the contents of which were the voxel
intensities of the image. The indexing space of this array coincided with the image
coordinate frame {I}, such that element [0][0][0] was one of the top corners of the
image and the array indexes increased in the same direction as the positive axes of
{I}. The location of the origin of I in physical space depended on the slice order and
scan line pixel order of the scan. More details on how these coordinates might be
found are in the Appendix, Section A.2.
The image data was read into an N by M by K element array, where each element
represented the intensity of one voxel. The scan dimensions N and M were set according to the DICOM tags for Rows 1 and Columns 2 . The dimension K equalled the
number of slices in the scan and was set to either the number of files in the scan file
folder or, if a scan listing was found in the folder, the number of files listed.
To find the locations of fiducial points in CT image coordinates ({I}), the locations of fiducial points were first found in voxel coordinates. A connected-components
algorithm was used. First, a threshold was applied to the image. Voxels with intensities above Tmax were marked as regions of interest. Then, the connected components
1
2

Tag ID (0028,0010)
Tag ID (0028,0011)
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detection algorithm identified clusters of voxels that are touching each other. The
clusters that were too large (over Vmax ) or too small (under Vmin ) to be fiducial markers were discarded. For this project, the values Vmin = 30 mm3 , Vmax = 70 mm3 , and
Tmax = 1000 HU were chosen based on the appearance and sizes of voxel clusters
representing the fiducial markers in sample images. The centroids of the remaining
regions represented the fiducial markers. These centroids were calculated from array
indexes and were therefore in voxel space. The values were multiplied by the voxel
size3 , giving us points in {I}.

3.2.2

Transformation between BCR and Image Coordinates

The transformation between the BCR {B} and the image coordinate frame {I} was
calculated by finding the best alignment between fiducial points in {B} and the same
fiducial points in {I} using paired point registration.
The process of estimating fiducial markers from the image, using thresholding and
connected components, was imperfect. It presumably could generate spurious data,
such as detecting an IRED or a metal fastener as a fiducial, or might have missed
a fiducial. To maximize the available data in finding the correspondence between
fiducial points from {B} and {I} , missing and spurious data were managed using a
find a branch and bound algorithm. To explain this algorithm, points in {I} will be
referred to as “data” points, and points in {B} will be referred to as “model” points.
The algorithm started with 3-to-3 point matches, matching every unique set of 3
model points to each of the sets of 3 data points. Then, the matches with FRE values
larger than than a distance threshold (such as 2 mm) and any duplicate matches were
3

From DICOM tags (0028, 0030) PixelSpacing and (0018, 0050) SliceThickness
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discarded; two matches were considered duplicate if the model and data points had
the same correspondence, but not the same order. An example of such match was
M(1,2,3)–D(4,5,6); M(3,2,1)–D(6,5,4); M(1,3,2)—D(4,6,5); in each of these cases, M1
corresponded to D4, M2 corresponded to D5, and M3 corresponded to D6.
From the remaining sets, new sets were generated by adding all possible combinations of fourth points from the remaining model and data points. Once again,
matches above the error threshold were discarded, and the process was repeated for
the remaining points until the best correspondence was found.
The branch and bound algorithm was engineered to discard spurious bead candidates from the data set, which may have occurred due to bead detection errors
in image. The sets with false candidates were likely to have higher FRE’s because
spurious candidates were not aligned with the model points in {B} and therefore
had a higher registration error. Once the algorithm completed, such sets would be
discarded in favour of sets that had no false positives.
Alternative approaches of using greedy algorithm and brute force algorithm were
also explored. For this application, the branch and bound algorithm was faster than
brute force solution and had higher success rate than greedy algorithm. After the
correspondence between points was determined, Horn’s registration method [11] was
used to find the transformation between {B} and {I}.

3.2.3

The Patient Coordinate Frame {A}

The patient coordinate frame {A} was an intermediate coordinate frame that was
defined by the DICOM standard. It was a conventional right-handed coordinate
frame that had its origin at the Frame of Reference (FoR). The FoR was, according
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to DICOM, an arbitrary point in the scan, usually but not necessarily related to that
anatomy that was being imaged.
The FoR was specified by a unique identification number (UID), recorded in the
FrameOfReferenceUID tag4 . Images that had the same FoR UID’s always shared
the same origin, whereas images with different FoR UID’s might have had different
origins [18].
In the images acquired with the LightSpeed16 CT scanner, the origin of PCF was
always on the iso-axis. In physical space, the iso-axis went through the center of the
gantry aperture but, because the image could have been cropped unevenly, the center
of each slice may not have coincided with iso-axis location.
The orientation of the axes depended on patient position, which was specified
during the CT image acquisition, and varied from scan to scan. The Z axis always
coincided with the iso-axis. The X and Y axes were orthogonal to the Z axis and
pointed along the edges of the slices.

3.2.4

Transformation between Image and Patient Coordinates

The transformation between the patient coordinate frame {A} and image coordinates {I} was determined using the DICOM tags for PatientPosition 5 and ImagePositionPatient 6 . PatientPosition specified the direction of coordinate axes in patient
coordinate frame {A}. More detail is in the Appendix, Section A.3.
The ImagePositionPatient tag specified the location of the first transmitted voxel
4

Tag ID (0020, 0052)
Tag ID (0018,5100)
6
Tag ID (0020,0032)
5
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Figure 3.5: Examples of the patient coordinate frame {A}, the image coordinate
frame {I}, the imaging frame {H}, and the iso-axis of the CT scanner.
of a slice. This location was defined as the [x, y, z] coordinates of an offset (in mm)
relative to the origin of {A}. Note that the offsets were in the patient coordinate
frame {A}, so the x, y, and z directions were relative to the patient, not the imaging
equipment coordinates.
The transformation between the image frame {I} and the patient coordinate frame
{A} consisted of a rotation or a reflection that aligned the axes of {I} and {A}, plus
a translation from the tag ImagePositionPatient.

3.2.5

Transformation between Patient and Imaging Coordinates

The origins of both the patient coordinate frame {A} and the imaging frame {H}
were always on the iso-axis, so the translation component of the transformation between them was expressed as a scalar. For imaging systems manufactured by General
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Electric HealthCare (GEHC), this offset was stored in the private DICOM tag HorizontalFrameOfReference 7 [8]. This tag represented the distance (in mm) between the
origin of the patient coordinate frame {A} and origin of the imaging frame{H} as
measured along the iso-axis; this is illustrated in Figure 3.6a. This distance was used
as the translational component of the relevant transformation. A potential drawback
of using the HorizontalFrameOfReference tag was that it was specific to the GEHC
LightSpeed16 scanner, so this approach is not guaranteed to work with other CT scanners. An alternative solution, which depends on CT gantry tracking, is presented in
Section 5.4.
The rotational component of the transformation was calculated from the directions
of {A} and {H} axes. The orientation of the axes of the patient coordinate frame
{A} were determined using the procedure outlined in the Appendix, Section A.3. The
axes of the imaging frame {H} were constant regardless of scan parameters.

3.3

Validation of Preoperative Calibration

After all of the intermediate transformations were determined, they were combined
to find the preoperative calibration transformation. This was the transformation between the imaging coordinate frame {H} and the position sensor frame {C}. The
calibration transformation was found by composition of the intermediate transformations as

H
CT
7

Tag ID (0019,100F)

B
I
A
= [H
A T ][I T ][B T ][C T ]

(3.3)
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HorizFrameOfRef
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X

(a) Top-down view showing a typical value of the offsets between the patient coordinate
frame {A} and the imaging frame {H}, in mm.
Y {H}
Z
X

{I}
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Z

Y
{A}

(b) An isometric view of {A} and {H}, plus the image frame {I}.

Figure 3.6: The horizontal frame of reference {H}.
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This sequence of transformations was simplified to a composition of just two transformations: from the position sensor {C} to the BCR {B}, and from the BCR {B}
to the imaging space {H}, so that

H
CT

B
= [H
B T ][C T ]

(3.4)

The purpose of this simplification was to divide empirical effects of imaging and
tracking. The transformation

H
BT

varied mainly by how the fiducial markers within

the BCR were detected in a CT image; the transformation B
C T varied mainly by how
the IREDs were tracked by the position sensor.
The consistency of the calibration was studied by considering how the

H
CT

trans-

formation varied over different trials. This depended on the transformation from the
origin of {H} to the origin of {C} but, because neither of these origins was close to
the physical space over the operating table, numerical and other effects could potentially have been present. Instead of looking at

H
CT

in the consistency study, the two

B
transformation involving BCR (H
B T and C T ) were examined separately.

3.3.1

Consistency Study

The consistency, or immunity to variation, of the preoperative calibration transformation was studied in a series of experiments. These experiments involved acquiring
the transformation between the BCR and the imaging coordinate frame (H
B T ), plus
the transformation between the position sensor and the BCR (B
C T ), multiple times
each without moving the BCR between the trials. For the B
C T transform, a set of 8
trials was done using the ceiling mounted position sensor and another set of 10 trials
was done using the portable position sensor. For the H
B T transform, 4 sets were taken
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with different positions of BCR on the table for each set.
The pairwise differential transformations were used as a measure of difference
between the transformations within each set. The differential transformation (∆T )
between transformations TA and TB was calculated as

∆T = [TB ] [TA−1 ]

(3.5)

Differential transformations were calculated for every possible pair in each set,
H
H
producing one ∆C T for each pair in B
C T set and ∆ T for each pair in B T set. Trans-

lational components of the resulting ∆T transformations were recorded and their
vector norms were calculated. These data are presented in Section 4.2.

3.3.2

System Calibration and Use

Two studies were conducted to assess the accuracy of the calibration. The studies
used different tracked devices but a similar calibration process.
The system was first calibrated with the BCR. The BCR was positioned on the
table, such that it could be imaged by the CT scanner and seen by the position
sensor. The pose of the BCR (C
B T ) was captured. A CT scan was acquired and the
pose of the BCR was captured once again, to ensure that the position of the BCR
did not change during the CT scan. A registration algorithm was used to calculate
the calibration transform (H
C T ) from the bead locations from the CT scan and the
BCR position data. The calibration transform (H
C T ) was recorded; this meant that
the calibration process was complete.
An image of a local coordinate reference (LCR) device that represented a patient,
in coordinate frame {P}, was acquired using the CT scanner. This image, plus the
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calibration transform, were transferred to the virtual surgery system (VSS8 ). The
location captured within VSS of the LCR (C
P T ), from the position sensor, was used
to generate a volume rendering and volume slicing of the CT image. VSS used the
calibration transform (H
C T ) to register the image to the “patient” {P} and displayed
the position of a surgical probe {D} in relation to “patient’s” image {Y}. The surgical
probe {D} was tracked using the position sensor, reporting the transformation as
C
DT .

The “patient” {P} was also tracked by the position sensor using its LCR, so the

transformation C
P T was known. VSS determined the image to “patient” registration
Y
using the calibration transform (H
C T ), the imaging transform (H T ) and the tracking

data (C
P T ) as

Y
PT

C
= [YH T ][H
C T ][P T ]

(3.6)

The probe {D} was tracked relative to the “patient” {P} position as

P
DT

= [PC T ][C
DT ]

(3.7)

The VSS navigation system displayed the location of the probe {D} and the CT
image {Y} with the transformation

Y
DT

= [YP T ][PD T ]

(3.8)

Figure 3.7 presents a screen-shot showing the position of the surgical probe in relation
to volume rendered and volume sliced CT images of a plastic model of a femur.
The “patient” position with respect to position sensor, C
P T , was incorporated into
8

Virtual surgery system (VSS) is a surgical navigation software developed by iGO Technologies
(Kingston, Canada).
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the transformation between the “patient” and its CT image as

Y
PT.

This meant

that the transformation incorporated the changes in “patient” position: the probe
position displayed by VSS was the probe position with respect to the target, even as
the “patient” moved.

Figure 3.7: VSS screen-shot showing the surgical probe (green) over volume rendered
(left panel) and volume sliced (right panel) CT images of a plastic model of a femur.
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An Accuracy Study using the BCR – Data Collection

In this study, the BCR was used for calibration and as a tracking target9 . The study
was conducted in two phases, first using an immobile ceiling-mounted position sensor
and then using a movable position sensor. The system was calibrated as outlined in
Section 3.3.2. The surgical probe was used to gather locations on the surface of the
beads relative to the plates of the BCR, yielding bead surface locations in coordinate
frame {B}. For each bead, 4 points were collected. The position of the BCR was
changed and the collection process was repeated.

3.3.4

Accuracy Study using Plastic Models – Data Collection

In this study, the BCR was used for calibration and a plastic model of a femur was
used as a “patient”. A photograph of the model is shown in Figure 3.8. The model
had previously been instrumented with 6 beads with 0.8 mm diameter; for this study,
an LCR was also rigidly attached to the model. Similarly to the plates of the BCR,
the model’s LCR target defined the coordinate frame {P}.
The study was conducted in two phases, first using a ceiling-mounted position
sensor and then using a portable position sensor. The system was calibrated as
outlined in Section 3.3.2. A surgical probe was used to gather points on the surface
of the beads relative to the “patient” in coordinate frame {P}, as shown in Figure 3.9.
For each bead, 5 points were collected. The position of the model was changed and
the collection process was repeated.
9

Although this may seem like FRE calculation, it is actually TRE because separate CT images
were used for calibration and navigation, so the points used for calculating TRE were not the same
as the points used for finding calibration transform.
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(a) Top view.

(b) Side view.

Figure 3.8: Plastic femur bone phantom with attached LCR.
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Figure 3.9: Gathering bead locations with an acute-tipped surgical probe. The metal
beads are embedded into a plastic femur model.

3.3.5

Target Registration Error (TRE) Calculation

Two methods were used to calculate target registration error. The first method used
estimated bead centers. These centers were estimated from optical data by averaging
surface points collected for each bead10 . This produced a set of points in the “patient”
H
coordinate frame {P}. The C
P T transformation, recorded during imaging, and the C T

transformation were used to convert the surveyed bead locations from the “patient”
coordinate frame {P} to the imaging coordinate frame {H}. The bead detection
algorithm (described in Section 3.2.1) was used on the CT image to determine another
set of bead center locations in the imaging coordinate frame {H}. The two sets were
compared using the root mean square TRE.
10

Because probing was limited to a small cap of each bead, this may be a poor estimate of bead
center. Similarly, attempting to use a sphere fitting algorithm to find the center of the bead may
produce poor results.
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The second method of estimating TRE used points derived from the surface of the
beads. The optical data was used as a set of surface points in frame {P}. These points
were converted from the “patient” coordinate frame {P} to the imaging coordinate
frame {H} using the C
P T and

H
CT

transformations.

Surface points of the beads were estimated from a CT image in a manner similar to
that of the estimation of the bead centers. A connected components analysis was used
to find groupings of voxels that represented beads. The coordinates of all boundary
voxels of these components were found in coordinate frame {H}. The initial step of
the iterative closest point (ICP) [2] algorithm was used to find closest points and
calculate target registration error. The TRE results for both methods are presented
in Section 4.3.

Chapter 4
Results
This chapter presents the results of the validation experiments. Findings about the
tracking accuracy of the Optotrak Certus position sensor in summarized in Section 4.1. The results of studies examining the accuracy and consistency of the registration between the imaging coordinate frame of mobile gantry CT scanner and the
position sensor are summarized in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.1

Tracking Accuracy at Different Distances from
the Position Sensor

The results of the Optotrak Certus tracking accuracy studies are presented graphically
in Figure 4.1. At a distance typical of an operative site, about 3.5 m from the position
sensor, the reported position values for a single IRED differed less than 0.4 mm in
total. At a distance of 4.9 m the reported position differed substantially, as much
as 1.2 mm in the Z direction. The differences in the X and Y directions at this
60
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distance were about 0.3 mm. To place this in context, the manufacturer’s published
performance states a range of accuracy as 0.1 mm-0.9 mm [20].
1.4

Deviation in reported position (mm)

1.2

1
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy of tracking at different distances from the position sensor. Maximum () and standard ( ) deviations vs. Z-distance from Optotrak Certus position
sensor.
Tracking at distances of 4 to 5 meters were expected in this project, so it was
important to be aware that the tracking errors affected the accuracy of finding the
transformation between the BCR and the position sensor. During the calibration
process, precautions were taken to alleviate the position sensing errors: specifically,
the BCR position was calculated as an average of the location data gathered over a
period of 3 or more seconds.
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4.2

Consistency Study

The transformation B
C T represented the spatial relationship between the coordinate
frames of the BCR and the position sensor. The differential transformation ∆C T was
a measure of variation between

B
C T ’s

calculated over multiple calibrations. It was

used to estimate the consistency of the calibration.
Statistics for the differential transformations ∆C T for the ceiling-mounted and
portable position sensors were computed; these are summarized in Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2 respectively. Complete values of each set are presented in the Appendix,
Section A.4.
Table 4.1: Accumulated statistics for translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T in the CT registration experiment that used a ceilingmounted position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.20
0.14
0.22
0.36

St. Dev.
0.13
0.10
0.16
0.16

Range
0.01-0.41
0.00-0.34
0.00-0.47
0.09-0.66

Table 4.2: Accumulated statistics for translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T in the CT registration experiment that used a portable
position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)
The transformation

H
BT

Mean
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.05

St. Dev.
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

Range
0.01-0.04
0.02-0.04
0.03-0.09
0.00-0.11

represented the spatial relationship between the imaging

coordinate frame and the coordinate frame of the BCR. As was the case with ∆C T ,
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the differential transformation ∆H T was a measure of variation between multiple
instances of the

H
BT

transformation that were calculated over several calibrations.

From the four sets of such ∆H T data a weighted average of individual set averages
was computed, presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Accumulated statistics for translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T for CT registrations.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.04
0.06
0.13
0.14

St. Dev.
0.03
0.02
0.08
0.02

Range
0.01-0.11
0.02-0.11
0.01-0.31
0.00-0.34

The norm of the translational error for ceiling-mounted position sensor was approximately 0.3 mm, which was roughly the same as of the manufacturer’s specifications [20]. The portable position sensor had a translational norm of 0.05 mm, which
was also close to the manufacturer’s specifications. These results are consistent with
the location of the position sensors relative to the BCR: the portable sensor was
much closer to the BCR than was the ceiling mounted sensor. Effects of distance on
tracking accuracy are discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.

4.3

Accuracy Study

Accuracy was assessed as the target registration error (TRE) of the system after it
was calibrated using the BCR. The results of this study are presented in Table 4.4.
The values shown are arithmetic averages from several trials with similar conditions.
The net TRE was 1.58 mm when ceiling mounted position sensor was used and
0.73 mm when portable position sensor was used. For our experiments, the portable
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Table 4.4: Combined target registration errors from accuracy studies using BCR and
bone phantom as targets. The portable position sensor was placed at an optimal
tracking distance of about 2 m from the calibration device. RMSEC was the TRE
found using estimated bead centroids.
RMSES was the TRE calculated using bead
q

surface points. Net RMSE =

2 +RM SE 2 )
(RM SEC
S
.
2

Position Sensor

RMSEC (mm)

RMSES (mm)

Net RMSE (mm)

Ceiling-mounted

1.62

1.53

1.58

Portable

0.90

0.52

0.73

position sensor was located approximately 2 m from BCR during calibration. This
was close to optimal tracking distance, which reduced tracking error.

Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
This chapter discusses factors affecting accuracy of the system, summarizes key contributions, and introduces potential alternative solutions and areas for future work.
Section 5.1 examines how the system accuracy could be affected by the technical
limitations of the tracking equipment. Section 5.2 presents a simulation of how accuracy of registration changed numerically as the target was moved from the calibration
location. Section 5.3 discusses potential problems that may arise in system use. Section 5.4 presents a beginning of a potential alternative solution that does not rely
on manufacturer specific “meta-data” for determining the origin of CT images. Section 5.5 summarizes key contributions and Section 5.6 presents possible future work.

5.1

Technical Limitations and System Accuracy

The accuracy of the system described in this study was limited by the accuracy of
the components that made up this system. The overall target registration error was
1.58 mm when using a ceiling mounted position sensor that was relatively far from the
65
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bi-coordinate reference (BCR), and 0.73 mm when using a portable position sensor
located relatively close to the BCR. This suggests that the proximity of the position
sensor was an important factor affecting tracking and calibration accuracy.
The average tracking accuracy for the position sensor used in this study (Optotrak
Certus) ranged from 0.2 mm to 1.2 mm, depending on the distance between the
tracked device and the position sensor [20]. The operating room was set up so that
the overlap between the imaging volume and the tracking volume was fairly small,
as shown in Figure 5.1. For calibration purposes, the BCR device had to be tracked
and then a CT image acquired specifically in this region.
4m

overlap
0.5 m

2.5 m

X {H}
Z
Y
Position
Sensor
{C}

Imaging Space
Tracking Space

Figure 5.1: Operating room with a mobile-gantry CT, top-down view. the overlap
between the imaging volume and the tracking volume of the position sensor was
approximately 0.5 m in length. All measurements are approximate.
Within this region of limited overlap, the tracking distances ranged from approximately 4.0 meters to 4.5 meters. Based on the results of the tracking accuracy study,
above in Section 4.1, the tracking error was on average between 0.5 mm and 1 mm.
This was not at an optimal tracking distance for Optotrak Certus, so the tracking
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accuracy and the resulting calibration accuracy might be better at a lesser distance.
This is consistent with the results from the consistency and accuracy studies that were
carried out using a portable position sensor, which was located at a better tracking
distance from the BCR; this was presented above in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.
The difference in tracking distances may in part explain the difference in calibration accuracy between the direct navigation system presented in this dissertation
and the CBCT direct navigation system implemented by Oentoro [25], described in
Section 2.1.2. For Oentoro’s system, the raw TRE value calculated from fiducial centroids was 1.56 mm; this value was corrected by subtracting the 0.4 mm radius of the
fiducials, giving a corrected TRE value of 1.15 mm. In the system presented in this
dissertation, under the same conditions (i.e., using a ceiling-mounted position sensor
and fiducial centroids) the raw TRE value was 1.62 mm, compared to the 1.56 mm
found in Oentoro’s project.
These findings suggest that, to achieve the best calibration accuracy, the BCR
should be placed as close to the position sensor as possible while still remaining
in the imaging volume. For procedures that require sub-millimeter accuracy, using
a portable position sensor should be considered. If this calibration system is implemented in the operating room with a different setup, the accuracy may vary depending
on the tracking distances and the overlap between the imaging and tracking spaces.
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5.2

Accuracy of Registrations near the BCR and
at Larger Distances

After a calibration had been completed, the registration accuracy varied depending
on the location of the BCR during the calibration. The accuracy tended to decrease
as the distance from the calibrator increased. A numerical simulation was conducted
to look at the effects of this distance on registration accuracy.
Random points in imaging space {H} were generated in the area of interest, which
corresponded to the area over the surgical table. Typical imaging errors were used
as bounds for uniformly distributed noise, which was added to the locations of the
generated points. These points were then registered using the calibration transforms,
of the form

H
CT,

from actual calibrations that were done without moving the BCR

between such calibrations. The standard deviations between the same points, registered with different calibration transforms, are shown in Figure 5.2. The vertical
axis shows the standard deviation and the horizontal axis shows the Z-distance of the
generated point from the origin of {H}.
Four sets of calibration transformations of the form

H
CT

were used for the simu-

lation. Each set represented a number of calibration transforms carried out without
moving the BCR. One set used a ceiling mounted position sensor for calibration, with
the BCR positioned approximately 3.6 m from the origin of {H}. The other three
sets used a portable position sensor and the BCR was positioned at approximately
2.9 m, 3.4 m, and 3.7 m from the origin of {H}.
In Figure 5.2 the lowest points on the curves coincide with the position of the
BCR during calibration. This suggests that the accuracy was best for points that
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were close to the location of the BCR during the calibration. The accuracy decreased
for points that were further away from the BCR calibration location, but remained

1

1

0.8

0.8

Standard Deviation (mm)

Standard Deviation (mm)

acceptable (under 0.5 mm) in a region within about 0.5 m about this location.

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.6

0.4

0.2

−3000
−3500
−4000
−4500
Distance between BCR and origin of {H} (mm)

−5000

(a) Portable position sensor.

0

−3000
−3500
−4000
−4500
Distance between BCR and origin of {H} (mm)

−5000

(b) Ceiling-mounted position sensor.

Figure 5.2: Standard deviations between points converted from the imaging coordinate frame {H} to the position-sensor coordinate frame {C} using various calibration
transforms of the form H
CT.
For practical applications, the findings of this study may mean that the patient’s
anatomy of interest might need to be in close proximity to the calibration location
of the BCR to achieve surgically acceptable accuracy. The calibration location of the
BCR was limited by the relatively small overlap between the imaging volume and the
and tracking volume, so for practical reasons the versatility of this system may be
accordingly limited. Changing the set-up of the operating room during its use may
help alleviate this diminution of accuracy.

5.3

Practical Limitations

The calibration process would have worked only if the position sensor did not move
between the pre-operative and intra-operative stages. If the origin of {C} or {H}
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changed between these pre-operative and intra-operative stages, the calibration transformation

H
CT

that was calculated in the pre-operative stage would no longer be ap-

propriate because it no longer reflected the physical configuration of the sensors and
scanner. The origin of the imaging volume, {H}, was a fixed point in space that was
assumed not to change. The origin of the position sensor {C} depended on the physical location of the sensor relative to the scanner would have changed if the sensor
was moved, rotated, tilted, or otherwise re-positioned.
A subtle source of error was potentially attributable to a physical detail of how
the CT scanner monitored the location of the gantry during image acquisition. This
monitoring was accomplished using a toothed belt, embedded in the floor of the
operating room, that connected the gantry to a rotation sensor. Had the belt slipped
during a CT scan acquisition, the exact gantry position would have been unknown
and the entire CT scanner would need to be re-calibrated. The position recorded in
DICOM tag HorizontalFrameOfReference would likely have been inaccurate and not
usable to determine image locations. In the event of such slippage, the CT scanner
produced a warning that prompted the CT technologist to re-calibrate the scanner.
For a routine CT scan, the technologist might have chosen to ignore this warning
and proceed with the scanning. However, if a CT scan had taken for pre-operative
calibration and intra-operative belt slip had occurred, it would have been mandatory
to re-calibrate the CT scanner.
The DICOM tag HorizontalFrameOfReference, used to determine the position of
the image in space, was a private tag specific to the equipment manufactured by
General Electric Health Care (GEHC) and might not be present in CT scanners
manufactured by other companies. This means that the processes described in this
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dissertation were applicable only to the CT scanning devices manufactured by GEHC
at the time of writing. In non-GE systems, there may be other reliable ways of
finding the location of the image in space. An alternative to using DICOM header
“meta-data” might be to track the gantry and to use the tracking information for
registration. One such approach was attempted in a preliminary study and may be
worthwhile considering for other equipment.

5.4

Image to Patient Registration by External Gantry
Tracking

Because the HorizontalFrameOfReference tag was specific to GEHC equipment, a
more general approach may be needed for the calibration of systems with other types
of CT scanners. One possible approach – tracking the CT gantry and using the
tracking data to determine the location of the CT image – was studied preliminarily.
To track a gantry, a tracked device must to be attached to the gantry. Such a
tracked device provides a local coordinate reference (LCR) for the gantry. In an early
implementation, a stainless-steel LCR adapter, shown in Figure 5.3, was engineered
and manufactured to fit securely onto the monitor bracket of the CT gantry. The top
part of the adapter stayed on the gantry, with the LCR attached to the removable
bottom part. This design allowed the tracked LCR to be attached and removed
without otherwise affecting the imaging equipment.
The location of a CT image could be determined using the location the first slice
of that image. One method would have been to capture the position of the gantry
just before acquiring the scan, but exploratory studies found no correlation between
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(a) Bracket design.

(b) Attached to CT gantry
(front view).

(c) Attached to CT gantry
(side view).

(d) Top part attached,
bottom part removed.

Figure 5.3: A bracket for attaching a tracked local coordinate reference (LCR)
device to the gantry of a CT scanner.
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the physical location of the CT image and position of the gantry before scanning.
The position of the first slice of the image could be found by tracking the moving
gantry during the course of the scan. The first slice was presumably acquired during
the first time at which the gantry was stationary (or possibly the second such time if
the gantry inactivity before the scan began was included). In an exploratory study,
the moving gantry was tracked and then the resulting motion file was parsed to
determine the first and last slice locations. The deviation between the estimated
position and the position determined from the DICOM “meta-data” position was
about 0.7 mm–1 mm, which was larger than the slice spacing and was deemed to
be too high an error for this method to be seriously pursued. There were many
possible explanations for this tracking error, including: unexpected LCR movement;
the relatively large distance from the gantry to the position sensor; the gantry being
near the edge of the sensing volume; and tracking at an unfavourable angle between
the plate of the gantry LCR and the viewing direction of the position sensor.
This method may be worthwhile examining in the future. Because the gantry
could acquire 16 slices at a time, it was possible that the relationship between the
gantry LCR location and the slice location varied from scan to scan. If this was the
case, a different method for finding the image location in space might be developed.

5.5

Contributions

There were 8 key contributions of this dissertation:
1. A system for direct navigation using a mobile-gantry CT scanner was developed
and implemented.
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2. A bi-local coordinate reference (BCR) calibration device was designed and manufactured over two iterations. The final prototype was used to successfully
calibrate the system.
3. Software was developed for determining the calibration transform. This included software for tracking and recoding the position of the BCR, and software
for determining a calibration transform by analysing the CT image and BCR
tracking data.
4. The calibration transformation was transmitted to a virtual surgery system
for intra-operative navigation, which displayed the position of optically tracked
instruments in volume-rendered and volume-sliced CT images.
5. The accuracy of an Optotrak Certus position sensor, and effects on the accuracy
of resulting calibrations, were established numerically.
6. The accuracy and consistency of calibrations were assessed in the operating
room environment.
7. The imaging coordinate frame {H}, patient coordinate frame {A} and image
coordinate frame {I} were established from the CT image “meta-data”. The
imaging coordinate frame was specific to the manufacturer and not fully documented. This coordinate frame was a crucial part of how the common coordinate
reference for the CT images was established with the mobile-gantry CT scanner.
8. A preliminary study using a gantry mounted tracking device as an alternative
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method of establishing calibration transformation, was performed. The partially removable bracket for holding the tracking device was engineered, manufactured, and installed.

5.6

Future Work

The initial validation studies showed promising results but additional work is needed
before this system is implemented in practical use. Some suggestions are:
• The accuracy of the overall system needs further examination. A drilling study
using bone models, perhaps patterned on the studies conducted by Smith et al [30,
29] and Al-Sanawi [1], would be more comprehensive.
• Mutiple CT image “meta-data” were used to calculate calibration transformations. For completeness, a navigation system should be tested with all possible
combinations of these components to ensure that the calibration transform is
calculated correctly in all cases.
• Accuracy of registration should be examined under unfavourable conditions,
such as when BCR IREDs are partially obstructed or when fiducial markers are
cropped (or otherwise omitted) from the CT image.
• The CT image transfer process could be streamlined using networks. In these
studies, images were transferred from a workstation connected to CT scanner by
creating a physical copy. The process would have been streamlined had images
been transmitted using a secure network link.
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• The direct navigation system presented here is designed to work with the mobilegantry CT scanner manufactured by General Electric HealthCare. A more
general method would extend these methods to other CT scanners.

5.7

Conclusions

This dissertation described a system for direct navigation using a mobile-gantry CT
scanner in an integrated operating room. Similar to other direct navigation systems,
this system was intended to simplify image-guided navigation by replacing the invasive
and time-consuming process of intra-operative image to patient registration. The
initial validation studies indicate that the navigation system has potential for intraoperative use, but further work is needed to complete the system validation and
streamline the process for practical use.
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Appendix
This Appendix provides details of four matters that, although not strictly necessary
to understand the dissertation, may be useful to a reader concerned with implementations. These are: the details of a Rigid Body (RIG) file needed by the Certus localizer
from Northern Digital Inc; determining axis coordinates from a DICOM image produced by a mobile-gantry CT scanner from General Electric HealthCare; determining
the origin of such a CT scanner; and detailed results of the stability study.

A.1

BCR RIG file
Marker Description File

Real 3D
8
;Number of markers
1
;Number of different views
Front
Marker
X
Y
Z
1
50.0033
0.0082
0.0331
2
49.8681
49.9067
-0.0332
3
0.0082
49.9888
0.0332
4
-0.0082
-0.0082
-0.0331
5
50.2558
-59.4889
63.2478
6
50.2343
-34.5616
20.0245
7
0.1766
-34.7861
19.8818
82

Views
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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8

0.3092

-59.7539

63.1842

1

Normals
Marker
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0050
-0.0050
-0.0050
-0.0050

X

MaxSensorError
0.20
Max3dError
0.50
MarkerAngle
60
3dRmsError
0.50
SensorRmsError
0.10
MinimumMarkers
3
MinSpread1
0.00
MinSpread2
0.00
MinSpread3
0.00

Y
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.8660
0.8660
0.8660
0.8660

Z
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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The Origin of the CT Image Coordinate Frame
{I}

Multiple factors affected the location of the origin and orientation of the CT image
{I}. The origin of {I} was at the center of the first transmitted voxel. The location
of the first transmitted voxel within the image was affected by slice order, viewing
convention, and the type of scan.

A.2.1

Slice Order

The location of the first transmitted voxel depended on the location of the first slice
and therefore on the slice order. The slice order within a CT image was specified in the
DICOM tag TableDirectionInOrOut 1. There were two possible slice orders: “INTO
GANTRY” and “OUT OF GANTRY”. For the CT scanner used in this study, “INTO
GANTRY” meant that slices were ordered starting from the head of the table towards
the foot of the table; “OUT OF GANTRY” meant that slices were ordered starting
from the foot towards head, as illustrated in Figure A.1. This defined the order of
slices as recorded in DICOM series, with the first transmitted voxel always located
in the first slice.
1

Tag ID (0045, 1006)
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Slice order
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

(a) INTO GANTRY

Slice order
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(b) OUT OF GANTRY

Figure A.1: Slice order as specified in the DICOM tag TableDirectionInOrOut.

A.2.2

Viewing Convention

Within a slice, the first transmitted voxel was located either at the right upper corner
or the left upper corner. This was determined by the scan-line pixel order of the slice.
The scan-line pixel order depended on the viewing convention, which in turn depends
on the patient orientation (head first or feet first).
The viewing convention was not formally a part of DICOM standard, but was
important as it affected the way that the scan was stored and read. In axial DICOM
images, the radiological viewing convention was used. This dictated that slices
appear as though viewed from the feet towards the head of the patient [9]. Because
the viewing direction was reversed between feet-first and head-first scans, slices from
feet-first scans appeared as mirror images (coordinate reflections) of slices from the
head first scans, and vice versa. This affected the orientation of the horizontal axis of
the image {I} and was taken into consideration when calculating the transformation
to and from {I}.
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The images in Figure A.2 illustrate how the BCR appeared in head-first and feetfirst scans. To display the 3D CT slices in two dimensions, a maximum-intensity
projection algorithm was applied to the slices.

(a) Photograph taken at the foot
of the bed, looking into the gantry

(b) Head First scan
(maximum intensity projection)

(c) Feet First scan
(maximum intensity projection)

Figure A.2: Viewing convention and scan line pixel order

Summary
The origin location within the CT image was determined from the perspective of
someone standing at the foot of the table, facing (or looking into) the gantry. If the
slice order was set to “OUT OF GANTRY” then the origin was at one of the closest
upper corners; if the slice order was set to “INTO GANTRY” then the origin was at
one of the furthest upper corners. For head-first scans, the origin was on the left side
of the scan. For feet-first scans, the origin was on the right side of the scan. The four
possible origin locations are illustrated in Figure A.3.
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{I}
{I}

(e) Head First and
INTO GANTRY

(f) Feet First and
INTO GANTRY

{I}
{I}

(g) Head First and
OUT OF GANTRY

(h) Feet First and
OUT OF GANTRY

Figure A.3: Possible origin locations in CT image.
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Determining Axes Orientations in DICOM Patient Coordinates

The DICOM tag PatientPosition 2 determined the orientation of axes of the patient
coordinate frame {A}. Possible values were:
FFS (Feet First Supine)
FFP (Feet First Prone)
FFDL (Feet First Decubitus Left)
FFDR (Feet First Decubitus Right)
HFS (Feet First Supine)
HFP (Feet First Prone)
HFDL (Feet First Decubitus Left)
HFDR (Feet First DecubitusRight)
Assuming that the patient was lying perfectly centered along the iso-axis, the axes
orientations were:
• The positive X axis pointed from the right-hand to the left-hand side of the
patient;
• The positive Y axis pointed from the anterior aspect to the posterior aspect of
the patient;
• The positive Z axis pointed from the feet to the head of the patient.
All possible orientations of the axes are illustrated in Figure A.4 and Figure A.5.
2

Tag ID (0018, 5100)
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FFS

FFP

X
Z

X
Z

Y

FFDL

Y

FFDR

Y
Z

X

Y
Z

X

Figure A.4: Possible orientations of axes in the patient coordinate frame {A}, Feet
First cases.
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HFS

HFP

X
Z

X
Z

Y

HFDL

Y

HFDR

Y
Z

X

Y
Z

X

Figure A.5: Possible orientations of axes in the patient coordinate frame {A}, Head
First cases.
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Detailed Results of the Stability Study

Five sets of 22 scans in total were analysed in the consistency study presented in
Section 4.2. This section describes data from different scan sets. The scans were
collected over 3 days: on February 10, March 15 and May 6, 2013. The February 10
scans were not used in calculating results presented in Section 4.2 because there may
have been slight movement of the BCR between scans. For reference, the results are
shown in Section A.4.1.
For the March 15 scans, a portable Optotrak Certus position sensor was used. The
position sensor was placed at the foot and slightly to the side of the operating table.
The BCR was placed in 4 different positions for the scan sets. First, it was placed
roughly in the center of the scanning area; the rotational and translational errors of
these scans are in Section A.4.2. Second, it was placed as close to the position sensor
as possible while remaining within imaging limits of CT scanner; the rotational and
translational errors of these scans are in Section A.4.3.Third, for the set of scans on
March 15, the BCR was placed as far away from the position sensor as possible; the
rotational and translational errors of these scans are in Section A.4.4.
Finally, for the May 6 sets, the BCR was positioned in the center of the imaging
volume and a ceiling-mounted position sensor was used; the rotational and translational errors of these scans are in Section A.4.5.

A.4.1

February 10 Scans

A total of 4 scans were taken on February 10, 2013. The BCR was positioned approximately 4596 mm from the portable position sensor placed at the foot of the table.
The Z-distance to the position sensor was measured as 4592.63 mm.
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Note: this set is not used in the calculations in Section 4.2.
Table A.1: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on February 10, 2013.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.04
0.04
0.15
0.16

St.Dev
0.02
0.04
0.09
0.10

Min
0.01
0.00
0.05
0.05

Max
0.08
0.08
0.29
0.30

Table A.2: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on February 10, 2013.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.08
0.04
0.15
0.25

St.Dev
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.11

Min
0.03
0.00
0.05
0.12

Max
0.15
0.08
0.29
0.44
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A.4.2

March 15 Scans – Center

A total of 6 scans were taken on March 15, 2013. The BCR was positioned approximately 3282 mm from the portable position sensor placed at the foot of the table.
The Z-distance to the position sensor was measured as 3202.94 mm.
Table A.3: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly in the center of the overlap region between the scanner and
the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.03
0.01
0.06
0.06

St.Dev
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.01

Min
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.13

Table A.4: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly in the center of the overlap region between the scanner and
the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.01
0.03
0.11
0.10

St.Dev
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.02

Min
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

Max
0.03
0.06
0.25
0.25
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A.4.3

March 15 Scans – Inferior

A total of 2 scans were taken on March 15, 2013. The BCR was positioned approximately 2928 mm from the portable position sensor that was placed at the foot of the
table. The Z-distance to the position sensor was measured as 2813.79 mm.
Table A.5: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly at the most inferior part of the overlap region between the
scanner and the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.00
0.05
0.03
0.03

St.Dev
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Min
0.00
0.05
0.03
0.00

Max
0.00
0.05
0.03
0.06

Table A.6: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly at the most inferior part of the overlap region between the
scanner and the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.01
0.09
0.04
0.05

St.Dev
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Min
0.01
0.09
0.04
0.00

Max
0.01
0.09
0.04
0.10
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A.4.4

March 15 Scans – Superior

A total of 2 scans were taken on March 15, 2013. The BCR was positioned approximately 3731 mm from the portable position sensor placed at the foot of the table.
The Z-distance to the position sensor was measured as 3731.38 mm.
Table A.7: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly at the most superior part of the overlap region between the
scanner and the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.02
0.05
0.09
0.05

St.Dev
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Min
0.02
0.05
0.09
0.00

Max
0.02
0.05
0.09
0.10

Table A.8: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on March 15, 2013. The BCR
was positioned roughly at the most superior part of the overlap region between the
scanner and the position sensor.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.03

St.Dev
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Min
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.00

Max
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.07
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A.4.5

May 6 Scans

A total of 8 scans were taken on May 6, 2013. The BCR was positioned approximately
4838 mm from the ceiling mounted position sensor. The Z-distance to the position
sensor was measured as 4284.03 mm.
Table A.9: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆C T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on May 6, 2013.
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.20
0.14
0.22
0.36

St.Dev
0.13
0.10
0.16
0.16

Min
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.09

Max
0.41
0.34
0.47
0.66

Table A.10: Translational errors calculated from the differential transformation ∆H T
in the CT registration experiment. Data were gathered on May 6, 2013
Type of Error
Translational Error for X (mm)
Translational Error for Y (mm)
Translational Error for Z (mm)
Norm of Translational Error (mm)

Mean
0.07
0.07
0.20
0.21

St.Dev
0.07
0.04
0.12
0.03

Min
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

Max
0.21
0.16
0.50
0.53

